


A Weekend in the Bluffs

designed to be challenging and rewarding with elevation gain throughout, loose gravel and 
pavement only at the start and finish, Big Sugar offers something even more an experience. 
as the producer of the event, life time has curated the course to include various terrains 
and picturesque views throughout, while taking place during the same weekend as the outer 
bike festival providing an unforgettable ride and a one-of-a-kind experience.

poised as bentonville’s marquee gravel race, this event features crazy amounts of elevation 
gain, rugged and loose gravel and the beauty of fall in northwest arkansas. 

the event celebrates the cycling community and is backed by the original Dirty Kanza 
production team, with the addition of bentonville locals nat ross and gabbi adams. a col-
laboration with Outerbike bentonville escalates the weeked into a complete cycling party!







registered riders 

1,300
race day attendance

2,600
men

79%
women

21%
average age

46
states represented

49
in state participants

14%
out ofstate participants

86%



Big interest in Bentonville
big sugar has quickly gained prestige through high 
demand from athletes, endemic brands, partners, 
and the overall bike industry.
life time’s inaugural event, built from the salt of 
the earth, is powered by the founders of the dirty 
kanza 200. 

bentonville, largely through the walton family (a 
highly passionate family of cyclists), has put ben-
tonville on the map as a hub for all genres of 
cycling - road, mountain bike, gravel and casual 
riding. athletes from across the country flock to 
bentonville for some of the world’s best riding. 

big sugar was built in partnership with outerbike, 
a -celebration- of all things cycling, and a large, 
well-respected and well-established weekend of 
events during race week.

a short list of confirmed pro riders
- ted king
- pete stetina
- laurens ten dam
- colin strickland
- amity rockwell
- alison tetrick 
- 



Unprecedented interest in a first year event

race sold out  
within (minutes)

4
athletes tried to register  

in first hour

16,800
registration page views 
throughout reg weekend

30,300 
riders 

waitlisted

17,000



meaningfully activate
make your sponsorship memorable by incorporating a signature, branded activation strategy.

here are just some examples of customizable experiences.

content
how-to video series
ask a coach segment

pro athlete integration
gear recommendations

travel and tourism showcase
fuel & nutrition guidance

training programs
course tours & talks

athlete and spectator services
transportation and shuttles

bike wash and valet
athlete rinse & changing station
host hotel, lodging, and camping
athlete bag check or bag drop
aid stations & on-course fuel

spectator refreshments 
volunteer hospitality

experiential
branded race photos
cheer zones and signs
branded swag/gear

on-course entertainment
media/vip hospitality

post-race entertainment
executive or corporate challenge
athlete post-race food/beverages

sponsorship spotlights
see how some of our brand partners are amplifying their event sponsorship.

allied cycle works
 
born from the belief that state-of-the-art carbon manufacturing belongs in the us, the allied mission is to make the best bicycles and 
components in the world, right here in america. 
 
allied has refined their technology and craft in the time since. their longstanding focus on gravel paid off in 2019 when their sponsored 
pro athletes, colin strickland and amity rockwell, each won the dirty kanza 200. once athletes finish the race & get a much-needed 
shower, allied will treat them to a true after-party, complete with local food and beverages at the meteor cafe in bentonville.



junk brands
 
based in big sugar’s hometown of bentonville, arkansas, junk brands 
offers endurance athletes and active lifestyle enthusiasts an array 
of headbands, neck gaiters, athletic socks, and fabric accessories to 
fuel their adventures.

as part of their event partnership, junk brands is providing athletes 
with race-branded headbands in their big bang lite style. 

 when worn under the helmet, these headbands protect the eyes from 
sweat, the ears from wind, and the head from helmet rub.

orange mud
 
gear of the year winner, orange mud, specializes in providing hydration 
solutions for the ultra distance athlete.  partnering with conquests 
such as the leadville race series’ leadman challenge, orange mud 
proves that their packs and bottles hold up to the distance.

orange mud bestows all big sugar and little sugar participants with 
a race-branded, orange mud water bottle to ensure they’ll stay 
hydrated throughout their 50 mile or 100-mile journey, no matter how 
remote or tough the terrain gets.







to discuss brand, corporate, or media partnerships please email: ltmedia@lt.life 
connecting the right brands to the right audience  at the right time


